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It's Valentine's Day! Dora the Explorer and Boots can't wait to spend it together. They pick a favorite
meeting place and set out with Map's help. Will they find each other on this special day? Only with
your help!
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This colorful book celebrates Valentine's Day as Dora and Boots seek to surprise one another with
special presents when they meet up at Rainbow Rock.Boots loves strawberries, so Dora asks
young readers to help "pick" five strawberries (in Spanish)--and Boots knows Dora loves chocolate,
so he scoops up a cup at Chocolate Lake. (Yum...doesn't that make your mouth water?!)This simple
book finds Boots and Dora encountering benign obstacles on the way to their picnic (including a
group of Rosy Red Crabs and a locked Valentine gate). And, of course, Swiper is lurking around
trying to swipe the key!Illustrated with bright colors (but not a glossy book like some Dora books)
and using simple sentences, Dora Loves Boots is a great book for celebrating Valentine's Day! It
seems targeted towards a younger audience than some Dora books--say, ages 3-5--and there's not
as much Spanish as some other books, too.Still, it's a great bedtime story celebrating love and

friendship--as well as a delightful book for beginner readers.

What is there to say? Harmless little story, fun to read and well illustrated. One of the few in which
Dora and Boots are not together; they both are meeting on a mountain and must find their way there
separately. Nothing scary or dramatic here.

My four year old loved this book. He answered the questions aloud and even laughed a few times. It
is a sweet story about friendship. I liked the bright illustrations, too.

My 19 month old daughter loves Dora and I was wanting to get her a book for Valentine's Day when
we came across this one. Of course, as soon as she saw it she pointed and said Dee Dee (her
name for Dora). I wasn't sure how she would respond to it since it's a little longer than the Dora
board books we have, but she loves it. It's a cute story about Dora and Boots meeting up at
Rainbow Rock to celebrate Valentine's Day. This is a perfect treat for Valentine's Day.

The book is got is not a brand new book! The edge of the book is clearly creased and the corners of
the books are bent!I was charged $3.99 to ship it and the shipping on the label say $1.34! Not
impressed with this purchase!

Just an adorable little holiday book. My son received this book as a gift when he was 2 and just
starting to become interested in Dora. Now that he is 4, he's just about about reading it to me!
Highly recommended for that little person in your life especially if they like strawberries and
chocolate.

Not crazy about franchised books - I like real children's literature, but I have a 18 mo. grandaughter
who loves Dora, and can't sit still yet for long. Fills the bill - she can carry it around - doesn't matter if
she rips it - so it worked for a stocking stuffer.

Bought for my 3yr old granddaughter who loves Dora! Pages are colorful and flaps are sturdy. I like
the larger size that gives her more to see. Would recommend
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